
 Let yourself

Trend Colours 2024 / 25

Freedom in Motion





Blossom with our Trend Colours!

Now your compression shines in all the colours of nature.  
They accentuate your personality and your individual style.  
Get inspired by our selection of gorgeous flowers and bright leaves!



wild  
    red

… is sophisticated yet energetic.

The wild form of the Japanese maple gives 
you an intense red. It dances in the wind and 
gives you inspiring strength and sparking joy.





wild red
Seductive, sensual and sophisticated.  
Bring out the passion and elegance in  
your outfit with this dark red shade.  
Turn heads in Wild Red!







sunny yellow
… spreads joy everywhere.

Yellow chrysanthemum brings happiness, 
prosperity and joy. The queen of the autumn 
flowers will bring a smile to every face.



sunny  
          yellow

Thinking of this bright yellow, you can feel 
the sun on your skin. Wear pure joy of life 
with Sunny Yellow and turn your look into  
a creative highlight!







endless green
… is true magic!

Experience the spark that will enchant you with 
its energy and freshness. In the past, the fern was 
considered a truly magic herb. It was admired by 
everyone and you can also enjoy this admiration 
when wearing this colour.



This stunning green inspired by the  
natural world will make you feel full of  
life, harmony and health. Compression 
garments in Endless Green will provide 
mental strength all day long.



endless green



beautiful blue
… is simply wonderful.

The gorgeous flowers of the hydrangea are  
a true statement of nature. Thousands of blue 
petals create an impressive play of colours.  
A real treat for the eyes!







beautiful blue
Blue spreads positive thoughts and  
self-confidence. Immerse yourself in  
pure serenity and feel naturally beautiful  
in Beautiful Blue!





lovely  
 rose
… you just have to love it.

Flowers are the smile of the earth. With a 
twinkle in its eye, the pink chrysanthemum 
exudes charm and a touch of romance 
everywhere.



lovely rose
Rose takes you on a journey of effortless  
femininity. You and your compression  
garment in Lovely Rose – that’s love at  
first sight. Emphasise your soulful side  
with this delicate shade.





power ful  
           pink

… pops like a brilliant firework.

Pink chrysanthemums transform any  
garden into a spectacle. The summer sea  
of flowers bubbles with irresistible joy.





power ful pin



power ful pink
If self-confidence had a colour, it  
would be bright pink. It strengthens  
you from the inside out. Flourish  
and thrive in Powerful Pink!



   Batik  
 Collection

Blossom with vibrant colours in the wonderfully playful batik variations. 
Choose your favourite from the Juzo Trend Colours with batik in black 
or white. 

The Batik Collection is available for your leg  
and arm products – in circular knit  
(Juzo Inspiration and Juzo Soft) and flat knit  
(Juzo Expert), in compression classes 1 – 3.

juzo.com/batik-collection
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 Let yourselfgrowIt’s your time to thrive! All six Juzo Trend Colours  
will be available from 1 February 2024. 

Choose your colour for circular knit (Juzo Inspiration 
incl. Vision pattern and Juzo Soft) or flat knit  
(Juzo Expert and Juzo Expert Strong) in compression 
classes 1 – 3!

juzo.com/trend-colours
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Further information is available at juzo.com/trend-colours
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